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I. Introduction

1. The Committee for the Coordination of Statistical Activities (CCSA) was established in September 2002, to continue carrying out functions previously performed by the Administrative Committee on Coordination Subcommittee on Statistical Activities. The main objectives of CCSA are to promote coordination among the statistical programmes of international organizations, to provide coordinated outputs for the treatment of statistical issues in intergovernmental meetings, including the United Nations Statistical Commission, to foster good practices in the structuring and programming of statistical activities in international organizations and, ultimately, to achieve through coordination activities an integrated system for data collection.

2. In 2006, CCSA, chaired by the International Labour Organization, held two sessions: its seventh session in New York on 6 March 2006, and its eighth session in Montreal, Canada, on 4 and 5 September 2006 (see annex I for participants).

II. Work of the Committee for the Coordination of Statistical Activities

A. International quality assurance frameworks

3. At its seventh session, Eurostat reported the first results of the surveys of quality frameworks and quality reporting mechanisms. The full report, by Eurostat, with the results and recommendations for future work, was presented at the eighth session in September 2006. The Committee discussed the proposed action plan for the second phase of the project. It was agreed that the Committee would not formally adopt one common framework for use by all agencies for quality assurance, but Eurostat would continue to prepare guidelines on the development of a quality assurance framework for the use of those agencies wishing to adopt one. The guidelines would include examples of best practices and focus on implementation.

B. Implementation of the Principles for statistical activities in international organizations

4. At its eighth session, the Committee reviewed and discussed the proposals on ways to assess the implementation of the Principles presented by the United Nations Statistics Division. It agreed on the following: (a) all members who are committed to do so should review their practices in the light of the Principles and provide a self-assessment of their implementation using a common template. A report based on the agencies’ self-assessment will be presented at the 2008 session of the Statistical Commission; (b) the Committee will not invite countries to assess agencies’ compliance with the Principles, although countries are obviously welcome to initiate the assessment and table-specific issues related to the Principles and their implementation; (c) agencies will be able to use a peer review mechanism, in which an agency volunteers to have its practices reviewed by other members; and (d) review of agencies’ practices will be a standing item in the agenda of the
Committee at every session, although there will be no formal reconciliation mechanisms.

5. The Committee further agreed to continue the work already undertaken on the three priority areas for action, namely: (a) the development of quality assurance frameworks; (b) Statistical Data and Metadata Exchange (SDMX); and (c) training initiatives for the staff of international organizations. The Principles were also presented to the High-level Committee on Programmes at its meeting in September 2006 and will be brought to the attention of agencies’ senior management and subregional organizations.

C. Statistical training for the staff of international agencies

6. The proposed action plan on training in statistics for the staff of international organizations, prepared by the International Monetary Fund (IMF), was discussed at the seventh session of the Committee. At its eighth session, the Committee reviewed progress made and discussed the objectives and action plan of the newly developed CCSA training website, developed by IMF and the United Nations Statistics Division. Agencies were encouraged to provide and regularly update the information on courses offered by their organization and to consult the website to identify suitable courses for their own staff.

D. Implementation plan of SDMX

7. At the seventh session of the Committee, the SDMX sponsors reported that version 2 of the SDMX technical standards were ready to be submitted to the International Organization for Standardization for approval and that the initiative was moving towards the draft content oriented guidelines. The guidelines, to be used by statisticians when exchanging data and metadata, would be posted on the SDMX website. The Committee agreed that the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, in collaboration with the six partner agencies, would develop the implementation plan to be presented at the next session. In September 2006, the plan was presented by the SDMX sponsors, setting out ways for CCSA to facilitate the implementation of SDMX, in particular how international organizations can use SDMX concepts and tools for their exchange of data and metadata, both with national data providers and among themselves. The report also proposed a framework for the development of specific subject matter nomenclatures and structures and the improvement of existing ones.

8. At its eighth session, the Committee also agreed that additional information was needed before requesting the United Nations Statistical Commission to commend the goals and progress of the SDMX initiative, to recognize the importance of a wide use of SDMX standards for the exchange of statistical data and metadata among international statistical agencies and to encourage Member States to participate in further developments. The Committee agreed that a final version of a note presenting information on how Member States and international organizations could contribute to content-oriented guidelines in specific subject matter domains would be agreed upon by CCSA after its circulation to all members. In November 2006, the note was prepared by the SDMX sponsors and was circulated by the CCSA secretariat to all members, who took note thereof (see annex II).
E. Coordination of technical cooperation activities

9. In conjunction with its eighth session, CCSA held a special session on statistical capacity-building at which it discussed ways to improve inter-agency coordination of capacity-building activities and technical assistance to countries. It also reviewed ways to increase the sharing of information on ongoing and planned events, projects and programmes.

10. Participants agreed that more work was needed for CCSA to agree on specific recommendations on various issues related to the coordination of statistical capacity-building efforts. The Committee endorsed the proposal by the United Nations Statistics Division of forming four task teams to further this work, as follows:

    (a) Task team 1: Reporting mechanisms on statistical capacity-building activities, led by PARIS21 (Economic Commission for Europe, Eurostat, World Tourism Organization, World Bank, PAHO);

    (b) Task team 2: Capacity-building through regional training initiatives for national statisticians (and regional training centres), led by the United Nations Statistics Division (International Labour Organization, Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, PARIS21);

    (c) Task team 3: Review of modalities for the coordination of technical cooperation programmes at the subregional level, led by the World Bank (United Nations Statistics Division, Eurostat, Economic and Social Commission for Western Asia, African Development Bank, World Tourism Organization);


11. Task team leaders circulated the proposed terms of reference for their respective teams and will report to the tenth session of the Committee in September 2007.

F. Country regional grouping and coding

12. At the seventh session, the World Trade Organization proposed that the Committee consider the issue of regional country grouping and coding. The concerns raised by the World Trade Organization included: the need for transparency and consistency in the countries and regions nomenclature; and whether or not there is a need for harmonization across agencies or only for transparency and the creation of a registry. The Committee agreed that this is an important topic and that it should be addressed; as a first step, CCSA would look at the work already done in some forums to harmonize classifications.

13. Two reports were presented to the Committee: one prepared by the World Trade Organization, presenting a summary of discussions of the inter-agency Task Force on International Merchandise Trade Statistics on enhancing transparency and coherence in geo-nomenclatures based on experiences of country coding drawn from the successful implementation by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development and the United Nations Statistics Division of their joint trade data
processing system; and one prepared by the United Nations Statistics Division, describing practices with country coding and regional grouping and the adaptation of these regional aggregates to the requirements of Millennium Development Goal monitoring and reporting.

14. After reviewing various issues concerning both practices on country coding and different regional groupings used by agencies, the Committee agreed to focus work on expanding the country coding to meet the needs for data and metadata exchange among member agencies. It was agreed that agencies would submit to the United Nations Statistics Division their concerns and questions related to aggregations or disaggregations of countries and territories not currently covered by its Standard Country or Area Codes for Statistical Use. The United Nations Statistics Division would review the requests and propose additional coding to be used consistently by all members for data and metadata exchange.

15. On the more complex issue of discrepancies in regional classifications used by member agencies, it was agreed that decisions should be left to inter-agency groups working on specific themes/projects, such as the Inter-Agency and Expert Group on Millennium Development Goal Indicators.

G. Review of Committee for the Coordination of Statistical Activities functions

16. The Committee took note of a document on the history of CCSA and current functions, prepared by the United Nations Statistics Division. The Committee agreed that the United Nations Statistics Division and the chairman, in collaboration with other agencies interested in contributing to the exercise, will prepare a proposal on how to improve the way CCSA operates for discussion at its ninth session. The proposal would include issues such as the duration of the sessions, the role of the Secretariat and the chairman, the structure of the discussion and duration and modalities of special sessions.

H. Discussion on the report by the Friends of the Chair on Millennium Development Goal Indicators

17. At its seventh session, the Committee reviewed the report by the Friends of the Chair on Millennium Development Goal Indicators and discussed ways to respond to the issues raised by the report. It was remarked that the focus of the report had shifted from issues of capacity-building in countries to the ways data are estimated and compiled by international agencies. It was also remarked that according to the original intent of the process for the global monitoring of the Millennium Development Goals, international agencies had been tasked with producing estimates at the regional and global level only. For those reasons, it was pointed out that CCSA should respond to the issues raised. The Committee took note of several suggestions by members on how to address such issues, including: applying the SDMX standards and ensuring adherence by agencies to the Principles for Statistical Activities in International Organizations. The Committee recognized the concerns of countries on the imputation of figures by international agencies and on the quality of data disseminated by the agencies, while at the same time emphasizing the need for statistical capacity-building in countries.
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Participating agencies and offices

Seventh session of the Committee for the Coordination of Statistical Activities (New York, 6 March 2006)

United Nations entities and programmes
Department of Economic and Social Affairs
United Nations Statistics Division
United Nations Population Division
Economic Commission for Africa
Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific
Economic Commission for Europe
Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean
Economic and Social Commission for Western Asia
United Nations Children’s Fund
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
United Nations Development Programme
United Nations Population Fund

United Nations and other specialized agencies
International Labour Organization
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
Pan American Health Organization/World Health Organization
World Bank
International Monetary Fund
United Nations Industrial Development Organization
World Trade Organization
International Telecommunication Union

Other international and non-governmental organizations
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
Eurostat
Inter-State Statistical Committee of the Commonwealth of Independent States
Bank for International Settlements
African Development Bank
European Central Bank
PARIS21
ECOWAS
Arab Institute for Training and Research in Statistics
CARICOM

Eighth session of the Committee for the Coordination of Statistical Activities (Montreal, Canada, 4-5 September 2006)

United Nations entities, programmes and funds
Department of Economic and Social Affairs
United Nations Statistics Division
Economic Commission for Europe
Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean
Economic and Social Commission for Western Asia
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
United Nations Development Programme

Specialized agencies and related organizations
International Labour Organization
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
World Health Organization/PAHO
World Bank
International Monetary Fund
United Nations Industrial Development Organization
World Tourism Organization
World Trade Organization
International Telecommunication Union

Other international and non-governmental organizations
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
Eurostat
Bank for International Settlements
African Development Bank
European Central Bank
PARIS21
Statistical, Economic and Social Research and Training Centre for Islamic Countries
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Coordination of subject matter domain guidelines involving SDMX

Background

At the 8th meeting of the Committee for the Coordination of Statistical Activities (CCSA) in Montreal on 4-5 September 2006, SDMX Sponsoring Institutions were asked to spell out envisaged steps towards coordinating activities of those national and international statistical agencies interested in developing subject-matter domain guidelines for exchanging data and metadata within the SDMX framework.

Better understanding of these steps was seen as providing a basis for CCSA's recommendation to the UN Statistical Commission in March 2007:

- to commend the goals and developments of SDMX in fostering standards and guidelines for data and metadata exchange;
- to recognize the importance of a wide use of SDMX standards for the exchange of statistical data and metadata among all participants in the international statistical system (national statistical offices, government agencies, central banks, international organizations, etc.);
- to encourage participation by national and international statistical agencies in their further development and use;
- to invite the SDMX Sponsoring Institutions to use the SDMX website to link to work of specific statistical domains that develop subject-matter data structure definitions and thereby provide some coherence to these efforts;
- to ask the SDMX Sponsoring Institutions to regularly report to the Commission on the initiative's progress.

The goal of this note is to outline the process by which those interested can participate and contribute to domain-specific developments, enabling greater efficiencies and reduced reporting burden in data and metadata exchange.

Existing process to adopt SDMX standards

The SDMX initiative provides a set of building blocks for the exchange of statistical information involving technical standards (an information model, exchange formats and an architecture) and content-oriented guidelines (cross-domain concepts, a list of subject-matter domains and a metadata common vocabulary).

---

1 Currently these are: BIS, ECB, Eurostat, IMF, OECD, UN, World Bank.

2 Points articulated in this note have benefited from an exchange of views on the topic that took place during a meeting of the Bureau of the Conference of European Statisticians (CES) on 19 October 2006 in Washington, D.C. Participants included national statistical agencies along with international institutions, some of whom are sponsoring organisations of the SDMX initiative. A follow-up discussion is scheduled to take place at the CES Bureau meeting in Geneva in February 2007.
The way in which SDMX standards and guidelines are developed and officially endorsed entails the following steps:

- the SDMX Secretariat, in consultation with experts working in Sponsor organizations and other experts in the field (including those working in other international organizations, national statistical offices and national central banks), develops draft standards and guidelines;
- the SDMX Sponsors Committee authorises the publication of draft technical standards and guidelines that appear on its website for public comment periods and for reviews of issues in meetings with their constituencies (especially national and statistical agencies and central banks);
- following this public consultation, the sponsoring institutions are then ready to follow an approval process for the release of its technical standards and those content-oriented guidelines that are across domains (i.e. cross-domain concepts and vocabularies). In addition, the technical standards go through an approval process of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) for Technical Specification 17369 (SDMX).

This process has proved to be efficient and fully transparent, also considering that each organization, according to its own rules, has regularly informed its constituency about SDMX developments and that SDMX Sponsors as a whole reported to the UN Statistical Commission.

**Coordination of subject-matter domain developments**

SDMX envisages three essential elements in developing subject-matter data structure definitions and code-lists in a transparent and coordinated way, building wherever possible on available cross-domain concepts and the metadata common vocabulary:

- a list of domains for which data structure definitions should be developed;
- organisations (or groups of organisations) developing data structure definitions for statistical domains (or groups of domains);
- a mechanism to foster coherence in data structure definitions (and associated code-lists) developed by different organizations/working groups in order to facilitate their use worldwide.

A preliminary list of statistical subject-matter domains already represents one of the SDMX content-oriented guidelines. This list makes extensive use of the latest version of the United Nations Commission for Europe (UNECE) Classification of International Statistical Activities. As a starting point, Annex A offers an initial high-level list of these domains; and Annex B provides a brief introduction to what's involved in a data structure definition.

The development of data structure definitions (and associated code-lists) for specific subject-matters requires two types of expertise: statistical and technical. While there is a longstanding co-operation on

---

3 The preliminary drafts of SDMX Content-Oriented Guidelines can be downloaded from the SDMX website.
a worldwide level to develop statistical concepts and methodologies in a coordinated way (through various international working groups and task-forces), experience to develop data structure definitions and code-lists according to SDMX content-oriented guidelines is currently centered within the SDMX Sponsoring Institutions and a number of central banks and national statistical agencies. The Sponsors Committee sees the incremental development of domain-specific data structure definitions (and associated code-lists) as building on the work of both the domain specialists and SDMX-experienced experts. Broad-based collaboration among institutions and statistical experts has to be ensured, especially to:

- foster good practices for the development of sensible domain-specific terminology for concepts and code lists;
- facilitate awareness of important issues and possible mapping principles that may be necessary with respect to existing classification schemes and systems of countries and international institutions.

In this context, some supplementary information is provided in Annex C about the role of SDMX data structure definitions in creating efficiencies. Annex D also highlights kinds of implementations where the SDMX framework can be usefully applied.

**Costs and benefits**

Recent experiences in developing data structure definitions have focused on external debt, monetary statistics, international financial statistics, balance of payments, commodity trade statistics, national accounts, short term indicators, agriculture data and some additional macro-economic statistical series. A well-established use of the framework has been in place for many years for a variety of statistics at the European System of Central Banks (ESCB), Eurostat and the BIS. Some data structure definitions, eg for ESCB and Eurostat, are also enshrined in EU legal acts.

Out of recent and earlier experiences, some understanding has been formed about the order of magnitude of estimated costs to develop the formal SDMX structures that are exchanged. If the classification schemes of the data sets or questionnaires are already known and well structured, including code lists, it may take only a few weeks of actual work to develop the basic components of the SDMX data structure. However, the time for needed for fine-tuning of the structure, by all parties reviewing the work, is estimated to take several months. The actual technical implementation of the data structure definition, using available SDMX tools or in-house techniques, is estimated at only a few days. The fewer the institutions/groups involved and the smaller the data sets, the shorter the actual and elapsed times. In addition, major components of data structure definitions that are developed can be re-used to address specific institutional requirements for national or international agencies.

In the case of external debt, for example, the data structure definition used for the BIS-IMF-OECD-World Bank Joint External Debt Hub (JEDH) took about three weeks of actual work over a time period of about six months. In the case of the OECD's National Accounts World Wide Exchange (NAWWE) project, the estimate for work associated with creating the data structure definition for the
entire Eurostat-OECD questionnaire was about six weeks over a period of about twelve months. In both cases, actual technical implementation of the data structure definition took a few days.

In terms of benefits, there are clear advantages in building lists of concepts and associated code lists that can be used by a wide range of users for the exchange of statistical information. In principle, two institutions exchanging information can agree on the terminology between themselves and take advantage of SDMX technical standards. Similarly a disseminator of statistics can use its own specific terminology and SDMX standards. However, a more common set of content-oriented guidelines will facilitate data exchange and dissemination greatly as these can be shared by many institutions and users. It also avoids duplication of efforts in developing and maintaining lists of statistical concepts and associated code lists. The benefits can materialise most quickly in those areas where there already exist national and international statistical nomenclatures.

It should be noted that there is no need for individual institutions to change their internal content-oriented guidelines when common guidelines are developed and made available. Interfaces can be developed to map how data are identified internally with how they are identified during exchange or dissemination. Before SDMX, such interfaces had to be build for every single bilateral data exchange (or within closed groups of exchanging institutions). The more SDMX can promote common subject-matter domain guidelines, the fewer such interfaces will be needed in the future, or the simpler they will become.

In the case of the JEDH mentioned above, the launch of the technical application became straightforward once the data structure definitions for the external debt data were approved by the Inter-Agency Task Force on Finance Statistics. These definitions were easily deployed within the data contributed by the participating institutions as well as within the application created within the World Bank’s existing Development Data Platform and the connectivity to an SDMX registry infrastructure hosted at the OECD. The NAWWE project is also making use of SDMX and envisages implementation of common data structure definitions through a rapid-development approach that can provide incremental functionality over time.

As the methodological and computer-related work are part of the usual activities taking place at national and international institutions concerning statistical definitions and exchange processes, any specific trade-off between costs and benefits may be seen as associated with the specific nature of internal systems or interfaces to international systems. As the common formats of the SDMX structures provide "machine-readable" data, these yield opportunities at the technical level to lower costs (eg reduced manual processes such as re-keying of data or re-formatting). In addition, important efficiencies come from using a common approach by many institutions for many users, for example, exchanges with several international organisations and availability via websites.

Open processes

A central factor for the success of the proposed approach to creating domain-specific data structure definitions is the transparency of the process to develop them, in particular to ensure the involvement of users. Therefore draft domain-specific concepts, data structure definitions and code lists should be issued for public comment and review before their final approval by the respective working groups/experts that will develop them. SDMX Sponsors are in the process of studying how the SDMX website could be used to assist this process, especially in the context of providing links to the work
done on subject-matter domain sites and thereby offering an opportunity to foster coherence in the process.

The following steps are envisaged:

- when an organization (or a group of organizations) decides to develop data structure definitions for a specific subject-matter, it would communicate this intention to the SDMX secretariat, using a pre-defined template made available on the SDMX web site. The information would be made public on the same web site and disseminated to CCSA members and UNSC members;

- the organization (or group of organizations) would develop the data structure definitions for their specific subject-matter domain ensuring an open consultation period for public comments; the SDMX secretariat can make suggestions that the organizations(s) cooperate with other organization(s) that may be working on similar activities concerning the same or related statistical domains. Subject to availability of resources, the SDMX Secretariat might also assist in reviewing notes (or completed templates) provided by subject-matter domain groups that indicate how their work is conformant with the SDMX framework, in order to ensure coherence of their work within the broader scope of SDMX developments;

- when the final data structure definition is ready, it would be posted on the SDMX website for public use. This way the SDMX web site would become an evolving repository where data structure definitions and code-lists developed for specific subject-matters would be made available to all interested parties. The UN Statistical Commission would receive regular updates in order to be informed of progress in these developments.

The process would not require any change in existing coordination and governance arrangements in countries and international institutions. SDMX will only play a coordinating role. The success of the proposed approach will depend on the goodwill of the various institutions and groups involved to share their expertise and resources and to cooperate effectively.
Preliminary SDMX list of statistical subject-matter domains

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1 Population and migration</td>
<td>2.1 Macroeconomic statistics</td>
<td>3.1 Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2 Labour</td>
<td>2.2 Economic accounts</td>
<td>3.2 Regional and small area statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3 Education</td>
<td>2.3 Business statistics</td>
<td>3.3 Multi-domain statistics and indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4 Health</td>
<td>2.4 Sectoral statistics</td>
<td>3.3.1 Living conditions, poverty and cross-cutting social issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 Income and consumption</td>
<td>2.4.1 Agriculture, forestry, fisheries</td>
<td>3.3.2 Gender and special population groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6 Social protection</td>
<td>2.4.2 Energy</td>
<td>3.3.3 Information society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.7 Human settlements and housing</td>
<td>2.4.3 Mining, manufacturing, construction</td>
<td>3.3.4 Globalisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.8 Justice and crime</td>
<td>2.4.4 Transport</td>
<td>3.3.5 Indicators related to the Millennium Development Goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.9 Culture</td>
<td>2.4.5 Tourism</td>
<td>3.3.6 Sustainable development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.10 Political and other community activities</td>
<td>2.4.6 Banking, insurance, financial statistics</td>
<td>3.4 Yearbooks and similar compendia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.11 Time-use</td>
<td>2.5 Government finance, fiscal and public sector statistics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.6 International trade and balance of payments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.7 Prices</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.8 Labour cost</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.9 Science and technology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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What is a Data Structure Definition?

Statistical data is represented with numbers, such as “17369”. If you are presented with a number - as above - you can't tell from the number alone what it is a measurement of. A number of questions come immediately to mind: What is the subject of the measurement? What units does it measure in? What country or geographical region, if any, does it apply to? When was the measurement made? The list of questions is potentially endless.

Behind each of these questions there is a particular "concept", which is used to describe the data. In our questions above, these descriptor concepts are Subject, Unit of measure, Country, and Time. The simplest explanation of a Data Structure Definition is that it is “a set of descriptor concepts, associated with a set of data, which allow us to understand what that data means”. There is more to it, however.

There is a higher level of package known as a "Data Set". Typically, it is maintained and published by an agency, so that it becomes a known source of statistical data. A basic structure is emerging: we have Observations, grouped over time into Series, which are grouped into Data Sets.

In order to be able to exchange and understand data, a Data Structure Definition tells us about the relevant dimensions and what the possible values for each dimension are. This list of possible values is known as a code list. Each value on that list is given a language-independent abbreviation - a "code" - and a language-specific description. This helps us avoid problems of translation in describing our data: the code can be translated into descriptions in any language without having to change the code associated with the data itself. Wherever possible, the values for code lists are taken from international standards, such as those provided by ISO for countries and currencies.
Annex C

Greater efficiency through SDMX data structure definitions

When SDMX standards and guidelines are used to put together a data exchange among two or more partners this involves the specification of a “data structure definition” (also known as a “key family”). Some of the concepts and related code lists used in the actual exchange are cross-domain (e.g. unit of measure, frequency), while others are domain-specific (e.g. financial instruments, aggregates of national accounts).

A data structure definition specifies a set of concepts which describe and identify a set of data. It tells us which concepts are the dimensions (identification and description) and which are attributes (just description). It also tells us which code lists provide the possible values for the dimensions and attributes or if these values are of another data type such as numeric or free text. For example, the data structure definition for the BIS-IMF-OECD-World Bank Joint External Debt Hub (JEDH) contains the concepts that identify and describe the external debt data required for the JEDH website. It contains concepts that uniquely identify the data, such as the creditor country, the debtor country, the financial instrument, the maturity of the instrument, the data frequency, etc. For each of these concepts, a code list is provided and must be used when reporting the data. The data structure definition also contains concepts that describe the data reported, such as currency unit and decimal, which only describe the data, as the same data could be reported using a different number of decimals.

SDMX is focused on exchange or sharing between institutions and dissemination to users. Two institutions can agree on the exchange terminology between themselves and take advantage of the efficiencies that follow from the use of computer-readable formats that are provided through the SDMX framework. Interfaces can be developed at institutions to map how data are identified internally with how they are identified during exchange. But building lists of concepts and associated code lists that can be used by a wide range of users for the exchange of statistical information allows greater efficiencies in transmissions and web access to a wide range of data and metadata. Commonalities make it easier to identify what is being exchanged and to navigate catalogues of information that make use of these identifiers.

For more general use by many institutions (and associated greater efficiencies) a more common set of content-oriented guidelines can facilitate the exchange. This is achieved by using common cross-domain and domain-specific terminology, like in the case of JEDH. Dissemination of data and metadata on the web also follows the same principle: greater gains from efficiency follow from greater commonality in use of content-oriented guidelines for what is contained in the exchange. Supplementary metadata can provide explanations of how "local" practices for describing and compiling the data may be different from the "common" terminology used in exchanges. Institution-specific terminology can also be used in exchanges, hopefully building on common high-level domain-specific content-oriented guidelines.

For example, to develop the JEDH website the participating organizations have already defined “code lists” for several dimensions, such as country, time, unit, etc. These dimensions can be made available

---

5 A new section of the SDMX website will contain information on available concepts and code lists and how they are used in constructing data and metadata structure definitions.
on the SDMX website to be eventually re-used by other organizations for bilateral or multilateral exchanges of data pertaining to other subject-matters (price indices, national accounts, etc.). This approach would minimize the costs for those institutions who want to use SDMX guidelines. Therefore, the target is a framework for interfaces between as many "owners" of statistical data and metadata as might be interested over time in making use of this exchange framework.
Annex D

Going forward with implementation of SDMX standards

Efforts in collaboration in subject-matter domains that follow the SDMX framework are taking shape in national accounts, balance of payments, external debt, financial statistics, education, agriculture, population and some indicators associated with the Millennium Development Goals. In particular, actions that foster the use of the SDMX framework, and therefore require the development of data structure definitions and code-lists, include the following:

- **SDMX for batch exchange**: international organisations already use SDMX formats for batch data exchange with national institutions for a wide range of statistics and these processes are being extended, facilitating more efficient data flows that can be handled by internal systems at sender and receiver ends of the exchange.

- **SDMX joint hubs**: international organisations that already have joint data collections are thinking about the development of joint hubs, possibly under the auspices of existing international working groups. For example, Eurostat, OECD and UNESCO already use a joint questionnaire on education statistics and share data collection and verification work, and data are used to produce a joint publication. They already discussed to move to SDMX standards and guidelines both for data collection and data dissemination (joint hub), developing data structure definitions for all variables covered by the exercise.

- **SDMX for existing data collections**: organisations who already collect data through electronic questionnaires using various text formats are transforming their questionnaires in SDMX format. This can be done individually or in a more co-ordinated way, both through bilateral contacts with other agencies active in the same field, or involving international working groups active in that particular statistical domain. Of course, when joint data collection activities are carried out by two or more IOs an agreement on data structure definitions has to be found among participants, wherever possible adopting and building on those already existing.

- **SDMX for dissemination**: SDMX formats are already used to disseminate data, irrespective of how they have been collected.